
 
PUT ON YOUR THINKING CAP 

By Rodger Vieau 

 

Did you know that you can add sublimation to Cotton Twill caps?  You are not 
limited to a select line of Performance Polyester options.  Although the 
Backcountry Hat from Vapor Apparel does sublimate very nicely, some people still 
prefer the traditional 5 panel or the more rigid 6 panel Cotton Twill caps.  The 
most popular method for decorating these types of caps has traditionally been 
embroidery or silk screening.  The drawback for short run custom embroidery is 
usually the high cost.  Personalized silk screening is typically not practical because 
the set-up and production time gets too costly as well.  As with any sublimation 
product, short run personalization is one of its greatest assets. 

This article covers three different products and processes for imprinting on 
Cotton Twill caps.  Two of these, which are fabric material available from Johnson 
Plastics, are SubliFlock and Sublicloth.  The SubliFlock is a softer "felt-like" 
material, and the SubliCloth is smooth polyester.  The third product is a "Dark" 
transfer paper which was originally designed for imprinting on dark colored 
Cotton t-shirts.  Not only does this work well on Cotton Twill caps, but it also 
works well on heavier Cotton jackets, canvass bags or any similar type product. 

The process for these types of caps using SubliFlock and SubliCloth is three-fold 
and involves the use of a flat heat press and a cap press.  The first step for the 
SubliFlock or SubliCloth is to print the paper transfer and sublimate the fabric as 
you would any Polyester material.  Usually, 400o  for 35-40 seconds for SubliCloth 
and 400o for 45-55 seconds for SubliFlock.  Next, with either a plotter or scissors, 
cutout your artwork to the appropriate size.  (Tip: leave a border or solid 
background color in your artwork to make the cutout step much easier).  Since 
this material has heat activated adhesive, the last step is to heat press this onto 
the cap using your cap press. 



The technique for the "Dark" transfer paper is slightly different.  First the paper is 
printed using OEM inks.  This actually saves a step because it doesn't have to be 
sublimated.  The design is then cutout as before, and heat pressed onto the cap. 

 

 

 

 

 


